
 

PREMIUM BUSINESS 
BROADBAND

+  Speed & performance 
  Speeds up to 1GB… a network 

built to deliver  a business-
grade experience

Businesses rely on broadband now more than ever.  Whether you’re using the 
internet to sell to customers, collaborate with partners, or keep teams connected, 
you need proven performance.  With ADSL, VDSL, or Fibre, we have a connection for 
every business. Some businesses rely heavily on internet connectivity and standard 
broadband services may not be the right fit. NOW’s Premium Business broadband 
leverages UFB’s Bitstream 3A or dark fibre technology.

Business 
broadband & 
calling

+  In-touch support 
  We have a proven track 

record. We’re always there 
when you need us

+  BGP routing 
  Available to be configured 

between NOW and your 
router(s) if required

+  SLAs 
  Confidence that if something 

goes wrong, you are guaranteed 
priority for a resolution

+  IP address range 
  Up to 29 static public 

addresses assigned for circuits 
connecting to the NOW 
Premium Internet Service

+ Affordable
  With fast speeds (up to 1GB) 

and unlimited use, we provide 
great value

+  Easy transition 
  Move to NOW with minimal 

risk to business continuity

BUSINESS 
BROADBAND

Prices from 

$390 
per month

Prices from 

$89 
per month



 

BOOK A CONSULTATION

0800 NOW BIZ
 NOWNZ.CO.NZ/BUSINESS

It goes without saying, communication is at the heart of any great business. 
Communication should be straight forward. Kiwi businesses still rely on the basics 
of communication. We have the expertise to give you voice calling, how you want it, 
where you need it.

Bundle your phone and broadband needs to simplify your connectivity.

Phone lines  
from 

$10 
per month

BUSINESS  
LANDLINE

TOLL FREE & CALLING

+ Bring your number
  Keep your current 0800/0508 number if 

you already have one

+ Relocatable 
  No need to update collateral and business 

cards when you use a toll-free number

+ Customer friendly 
  Remove a barrier for NZ customers to 

call you

From a basic phone line to unified 
communications for an entire organisation. Our 
products are built to flex and scale to your growing 
needs. With free local calling and competitive 
calling rates for national and international, 
business calling applies to the following NOW 
telephony services:

• Unified Communications and IP Telephony
• MS Teams calling 
•  From simple to advanced omni channel 

contact centres 
• SIP trunking for companies with their own PBX
• NOW Reach cloud PBX


